0. Introduction and summary. Almost from its beginning, the theory of ordinal numbers has included results which can, in a rather concrete sense, be viewed as theorems about notations for ordinal numbers. For example the theorems on polynomial normal forms for those ordinals that lie below the least e number can be understood as providing a certain unique notation of finite length for each such ordinal (where the notation involves addition, multiplication and exponentiation applied to the integers and to ca) [B]. Indeed, if we consider notations for some but not all ordinals in a given segment, then a large part of the theory of ordinals can be viewed as concerned with notations.
0. Introduction and summary. Almost from its beginning, the theory of ordinal numbers has included results which can, in a rather concrete sense, be viewed as theorems about notations for ordinal numbers. For example the theorems on polynomial normal forms for those ordinals that lie below the least e number can be understood as providing a certain unique notation of finite length for each such ordinal (where the notation involves addition, multiplication and exponentiation applied to the integers and to ca) [B] . Indeed, if we consider notations for some but not all ordinals in a given segment, then a large part of the theory of ordinals can be viewed as concerned with notations.
If we limit our attention to those classical results which directly provide systems of notation for segments of the countable ordinals (e.g. the polynomial theorems mentioned above), we note the following common features:
(i) given any notation for a successor ordinal, we can effectively find a notation for its predecessor;
(ii) given any notation for a limit ordinal, we can effectively find notations for ordinals in a fundamental sequence to the given limit ordinal. (A fundamental sequence to ordinal a is a strictly monotone sequence whose limit is a.)
The notational aspects of ordinal number theory remained unclear for some time. Using the tools of recursive function theory, Church and Kleene first satisfactorily resolved this unclarity in [C] , in [CK] and in [Ki] . By adopting the integers themselves as a standard infinite collection of available labels(2), and by interpreting (i) and (ii) above in terms of recursive computability, it is possible to characterize precisely the concept of an effective system of notation, (the "r-systems" of [Ki] ). Furthermore, by sacrificing recursiveness of the set of all notations of such a system, one is able to define effective systems which are maximal in the sense that they cover a segment of ordinals as large as is covered by any effective system. The ordinals covered by such a maximal system are called the constructive ordinals and form a proper segment of the countable ordinals. By allowing ordinals to have more than one notation, it is possible to define maximal systems into which any effective system can be mapped (indeed, effectively mapped) in an order-preserving way.
Two such maximal systems have been of especial interest: the system of Church and Kleene (called Si in [Ki] (3)); and the system of Kleene (called S3 in [Ki] , usually associated with the symbols 0 and <o in later literature). The system S3 has been more widely used in subsequent applications, owing to advantages to be mentioned below (cf. §2) ; although the system Si has the advantage that any system can be mapped into it in an ordinal-preserving (and not just order-preserving) way. These systems have had three general applications.
(1) They have given direct insight into certain "notational" (and quasiphilosophical) aspects of ordinal number theory. (2) They have provided (denumerable) "constructive analogues" to the (nondenumerable) segment of all countable ordinals. Each of the two systems Si and S3 is such an analogue in the sense that its notations are closed under certain recursive rules analogous to (noneffective) closure rules on ordinals that are known to determine the segment of countable ordinals.
(3) They supply, in their structure, a natural and useful method for iterating effective procedures out into the transfinite.
Although their original definition is noninvariant, the systems have, in application (3), led to recursively invariant structures of considerable interest. For example, effective iteration using the jump operation on sets (cf.
[K3]) leads to the hyp er arithmetical sets.
In the present paper we are concerned with extending the systems Si and S3 to cover a larger segment of ordinals. We do so at the expense of some of their effective structure. (We will weaken condition (ii).) These extensions will be made in a way that parallels the generation of higher "number classes" in the classical theory of ordinals. In terms of this parallel, the extension will be carried as far as the first inaccessible ordinal. Our new systems will be useful for essentially the same reasons as before. In particular they will:
(1) give insight into the "notational" aspect of accessibility; (2) give a proper segment of the countable ordinals which is a direct analogue to the segment of ordinals out to the least inaccessible ordinal;
(3) provide a means for more extensive iteration of certain effective processes.
In [AK] , Addison and Kleene define an extension of S3 that is analogous (3) Si uses integers as notations, whereas the original Church-Kleene system uses formal expressions of a lambda calculus. In its recursive structure, the latter is isomorphic to Sy in all respects.
to the segment of ordinals through the "third number class" (i.e. through ordinals of cardinality Ni); and they show that iteration of the hyperjump over this extension does not lead beyond sets in both two-function-quantifier forms. We extend this result to our systems, thus settling a question suggested by Kleene to one of the authors.
More specifically, we shall proceed as follows. In §1 we give certain terminology and background related to the classical theory of ordinals. In §2 we discuss Si, S3 and the general notion of system of notations. In §3 we discuss certain peculiarities of the Addison-Kleene extension of S3. In §4 we extend Si. In §5 we extend S3 (in continuation of the Addison-Kleene extension) . In §6 we show that the system of §4 is in both two-function-quantifier forms. In §7 we use this result to show that iteration of the hyperjump over the extension of Si does not lead beyond sets in both two-function-quantifier forms. In §8 we obtain the results of § §6-7 for the extension of S3. In §9 we raise certain open questions and discuss possible directions for further research.
1. Ordinal number classes. We assume a standard axiomatization of set theory, e.g. that of [G] . Notation: a, ß, y, • ■ ■ for ordinals; u for the least infinite ordinal; |a| for the cardinal number of a. We give certain definitions and results from the theory of ordinals. In order to motivate our subsequent constructions, we use the notion of type number (sometimes called regular number, see [F] ). Proofs are routine and are omitted. It follows that the class of infinite initial numbers is order-isomorphic to the class of all ordinals. Let/ be the isomorphism function mapping the class of all ordinals onto the infinite initial numbers. / provides an indexing of the infinite initial numbers.
Definition. 03a = djfiot). Result 3. / is monotone and continuous (in the usual interval topology). Hence by the theorem of Veblen in [V ] it has a fixed point. The least such fixed point is the limit of the sequence w, ww, co"B, • ■ • , which is sometimes written W"M...-(This number is accessible in the sense to be defined below.) Definition.
If g is an order-preserving map from the predecessors of ß into the ordinals, we shall sometimes denote g by ja,} i<ß where «, = <*/ gii).
Result 4. It follows from the first result above that given any {at] i<ß then {y\y>alfor all i<ß] is not empty.
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[August Definition. Let {a,} l<ß he given, then lim a, = df least member of {y \ y > a, for all i < ß\. t<ß a is of limit typeß =d/ a = lim a, for some {a,j ,<#.
(ß is sometimes called a final character of a.) a is of similar type to ß=df ( 37) [a is of limit type y and ß is of limit type 7].
Result 5. /Tee relation "a is of similar type to ß" is reflexive, transitive and symmetric.
Definition, a is a type number=a (\fß) [ß of similar type to a=>j8^a]. (Note the analogy between "ß of similar type to a" and "\ß\ = \a\ "; and hence between "type number" and "initial number." The type numbers are just those numbers determining segments which could replace the class of all ordinals in Result 1 above. I.e., a is a type number if and only if, for all classes A, A cofinal with the predecessors of a=>A of order type a. There are two finite type numbers; 0 and 1. a is the least infinite type number.)
The following results have routine but not uninteresting proofs. Results 6. (a) The least limit type of an ordinal is a type number. (b) Every type number is an initial number. (c) If a is a successor number, (i.e. if it has a greatest predecessor), then U3a is a type number.
(d) Not all infinite initial numbers are type numbers (e.g. ío" is of type co) ; however, for any a, the least type number exceeding a is equal to the least initial number exceeding a.
(e) The class of infinite type numbers is cofinal with the class of all ordinals. Hence, as with the initial numbers, we obtain an isomorphism and a function h that gives an indexing of the infinite type numbers.
Definition. t" = ¿/ h(a). This function is not continuous, (e.g. at «), and hence we cannot apply the Veblen theorem to obtain a fixed point. The fixed points of this function are just the inaccessible ordinals. Whether or not the existence of such ordinals can be proved depends (more sensitively than any of the above) on the particular axiomatization of set theory being used. Regardless of existence, the following theorem can be proved.
Result
7. Ta = a<^[cúa=a anda is not of limit type less than a[^\o3a = a and a is a type number].
Hence we have the more conventional definition: Definition, a is inaccessible=dt u0 = a and a is not of limit type less than a.
The relationship between type numbers and initial numbers is completed by:
Result 8. (a) // a is not a successor number, then wa is a type number if and only if a = 0 or a is inaccessible.
(b) Hence r"=co" if there is a 8 = 0 or 8 inaccessible such that S^a<84-co; otherwise ra = (oa+i.
The following terminology is traditional.
Definition.
The first Number Class = df {y\ \y\ <&o}. For 2^a<co, the ath Number Class = d/ {y\ \y\ =^«-2}.
For co^a, the ath Number Class = dj \y\ \y\=t&a\.
Let Nß he the /3th Number Class.
Definition.
The ath cumulative number class = dfUßSa Nß. We shall find it convenient to use cumulative number classes. Henceforth the phrase "number class" will mean "cumulative number class" (4). The following characterization of number classes is immediate.
Result 9. For 1 ^a<co, the ath number class= {7|7<ra_i}. For oi^a<the least inaccessible ordinal, the ath number class = {7|7<ra}. (Note that, although 03a... is accessible, the first number class in which co"... appears is the number class of index au....)
This result suggests that the ordinals be viewed as obtained in sequence from preceding ordinals by certain principles of generation (or closure rules). In particular, consider the principles:
(i) include 0 and 1 as ordinals; (ii) given any {a,},<|3, where ß is a type number and where ß and all the a, have already been obtained, include limi<ßai as an ordinal;
(iii) at any "point of difficulty" where both (i) and (ii) fail to apply, introduce the next ordinal and label it has the ath point of difficulty providing a has already been obtained and a is the least ordinal not previously used to label a point of difficulty. (Note that (ii) is equivalent to the apparently more general rule: given any ja,),^, where ß and all the at have already been obtained, include limt<ß a,.)
These principles, or closure rules, give us exactly the ordinals out to the least inaccessible ordinal. The "points of difficulty" are the infinite type numbers, with Ta as the ath point of difficulty. Note that if we allow only one application of (iii), to introduce ro = co, then we obtain exactly the 2nd number class. (Here, applications of (ii) give only ordinals of limit type 1 or limit type co.) A second application of (iii) would give the third number class, etc. As we shall see, our extensions of systems of notations will parallel these clossure rules for "generating" the classical ordinals.
In conclusion we note a final theorem about type numbers.
Result 10. a of limit type ry and a of limit type ra=>7 = 8.
(Hence we could speak of ry as the type of a.) Most of the results above have true analogues for our constructive systems. However, the truth of an (4) We shall sometimes refer to the ath number class as "the number class of index a". [August analogue to this last result remains an open question.
Final Comment. The reader will be able to conceive of further more powerful principles of generation that may be added to (i)-(iii) above. Thus he might add:
(iv) At any "point of 2nd order difficulty", where (i)-(iii) fail to apply, introduce the next ordinal and label it the ath point of 2nd order difficulty providing a has already been obtained and a is the least ordinal not previously used to label a point of 2nd order difficulty.
He might further add rules to cover points of rath order difficulty, or, indeed, points of /3th order difficulty where ß is any ordinal already obtained.
He can now have "points of super difficulty" where all the preceding fail to apply, "points of 7th order super difficulty", etc., etc.
The existence of such (generalized) points of difficulty will depend upon the axiomatization for set theory being used. (Indeed, this provides an interesting measure of the strength of a set theory.) Assuming, by axiom, the existence of more and more general points of difficulty is one natural way of strengthening the usual set theories. Study of this is begun in [L] . As we shall observe below, the theory of effective and quasi-effective systems of notation may be a useful tool in such studies.
Systems of notation; Si and S3.
£ is a partial ordering m rf/ £ is a transitive and irreflexive binary relation.
For partial ordering £, x<R y=ds (x, y)ER-
£ is a well-ordered partial ordering = d/ R is a partial ordering and every nonempty subset of dorn R has a minimal element.
For £ a partial ordering of integers, it is easy to show (without the axiom of choice) that £ is well-ordered if and only if £ satisfies the descending chain condition (i.e. it has no infinite descending chains). (Well-ordered partial orderings are sometimes called well-founded relations.)
For reasons that will appear, it seems appropriate to identify the general concept of a system of notations for ordinals with that of a well-ordered partial ordering of integers. Let N he the set of non-negative integers.
Definition. £ is a system of notations=df £ is a well-ordered partial ordering and RQNXN.
A chief justification for this definition is found in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let Rbe a system of notations. There is a natural order-preserving map from dorn R onto a segment of the second number class.
Proof. The map, call it/, is defined inductively by:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use It is easy to show existence and uniqueness of such an/ and that x <r y=>f(x) </(y)-The map / is natural inasmuch as, for any other order-preserving map g, f(x) ^ g(x) for all x in dorn R.
Q.E.D.
Comment. Our restriction to integers may appear to rule out certain traditional systems of notation. This is not the case, however, since we are developing our theory within the framework of recursive invariance. The notations of any such traditional system can be effectively mapped one-one ("encoded by Gödel numbers") onto some set of integers.
As a simple example of a system of notations, consider the linear ordering: 1, 2, 22, 22, • • ■ . Under the mapping of Theorem 1, this system provides a notation for each finite ordinal: 1 is a notation for the ordinal 0, and if x is a notation for finite ordinal re, then 2X is a notation for re4-1. We use the following abbreviation for the inverse mapping to/in this case.
Definition. Ö = rf/1,
Thus re is the notation for ordinal re. (Kleene uses the symbol "reo" for our "re".) This particular system of notations for the finite ordinals will be a part of each of the specific larger systems to be considered below. We next turn to the system Si. This is given in [Ki] by an "inductive definition" which simultaneously defines a set of notations and a mapping from notations into the ordinals. Let ob, be the partial recursive function with Gödel number e. We use "S" to denote the set of notations and "| | s" to denote the mapping from notations into ordinals. The definition runs as follows :
(a) 1GS& |l|s = 0; Basic properties of Si are developed in [Ki] . The question naturally arises: can this be formulated as a system in our sense? If we make the definition x <sy =dj x ES &y ES & |x|s< |y|s, we obtain a partial ordering; and both the set S and the mapping | ¡ s can be recovered from < s by taking S as dom( <s) and | | s as the mapping / of Theorem 1. Hence <s does give the system Si in our sense. The reader should note the analogy between the definition of Si and the definition of the second number class by closure rules as suggested before Result 10 in §1. The three [August conditions for Si correspond to inclusion of 0, of ordinals of limit type 1 (successors), and of ordinals of limit type w. The system S3 is also given in [Ki] by an "inductive definition" which, in this case, simultaneously defines a set of notations, a mapping from notations into ordinals, and a partial ordering. Following Kleene, we use 0 for the set, | | for the mapping, and <o for the ordering. The definition runs as follows :
Basic properties of S3 are developed in [Ki] . Both Si and S3 assign notations to the same segment of ordinals (the constructive ordinals). We first observe that the relation < o gives S3 as a system in our sense ; 0 and | | can be recovered from it, as before with Si. We also note that mention of | | can be deleted from the inductive conditions without affecting 0 and <o, since, as Kleene pointed out, it does not occur on the left hand side of any condition. The S3 definition differs from the Si definition, of course, in that the left hand side of the last condition for S3 is more restrictive. The system S3 is contained in the system Si (either as relation, as set, or as mapping). The system S3 has been used in applications almost exclusively, since it has the convenient property that the set of predecessors of any x (w.r.t. <o) is linearly ordered and uniformly recursively enumerable in x. It would be interesting if the system Si could also be defined without reference to | | s, the mapping into the ordinals. (We would then have what Kleene calls a "number-theoretic" definition of Si.) It would also be interesting if the somewhat loosely presented "inductive definitions" above could be replaced by more basic and conventional "explicit" set theoretic constructions requiring no reference to ordinal structure. We next present such constructions in summary form. As they will be part of the more general constructions of §4 and §5, appropriate proofs and justifications will be postponed until then.
We give first the definition of S3, i.e. of <o-We use the following temporary definition: Proof. It follows from the definition of R that R is itself admissible, and by use of this fact it is possible to show that £ is a system of notations, that R and dorn R satisfy the conditions of the first definition for <o and 0, and that this is true of no proper subrelation of R. The general technique of proof is to show that if R failed to have any desired property, then R would possess an admissible proper subrelation, contradicting the definition of R.
(See §5.) Q.E.D.
The definition of Si is somewhat more complex. Let 91 be the collection of all subsets of NXN. We first define an operation, denoted by/*, which maps 91 into 91. It will have the property that £Ç/*(£) for any £G9l.
[Though we shall not use ordinals in our definition, we make the following comment to supply motivation. Let < be the relation defined by x<y = df xES &yES &\x\sú\y\s-<s can be obtained from < by the equivalence x<s y<^> [x<y & not y^x] . If ß is a constructive ordinal and if R is the relation < restricted to notations for {7|7</3}, then/*(£) will be the relation < restricted to notations for {71y^ß}.
Our construction amounts to making iterated applications of/* until all of < is generated, and then defining <s from <.]
We make the following preliminary definitions; these definitions apply to any relation £, although the terminology is appropriate only to those relations "generated" from {(1, 1)} by/*.
Definition, x is maximal in R=i¡xEdom R & (Vy) [(x, y)ER=> (y, x) ER}.
The /* operation is now defined. Definition. Given any relation £,/*(£) is defined as follows: Proof. See §4. Technique is similar to proof of Theorem 2. In both the definition of S3 as £ and Si as R, one should note the parallel between, on the one hand, closure rules for the second number class and, on the other hand, cases (i)-(iv) of the definition of admissibility for R and cases (i)-(iii) of the definition of/* for £. The extensions to be discussed in § §3-5 will build on this analogy.
While the definitions of R and £ are not necessary for a careful development of the properties of Si and S3, their form is more useful for carrying out rigorous proof. Indeed, when extensions are attempted, work based on "inductive definitions" can lead to error. (See §3.) 3. A constructive third number class. We first look briefly at a known extension of S3. In [AK] Addison and Kleene describe a "constructive third number class" of notations by straightforward analogy with the closure rules for the third number class of ordinals. They use an inductive definition as follows:
Let <i be the subsystem of S3 giving notations to the finite ordinals. Let Oi be the set of these notations.
Let " <in be another name for <0, and let "02" be another name for 0. We simultaneously define <<? (our new system), and 0?, the set of notations
. Note that use of only conditions (i)-(iii) would produce the system <i, and that use of only conditions (i)-(iv) would produce the system <2 (i.e. the system S3). It is clear how additional conditions could be added to give constructive versions of all number classes of finite order.
Before undertaking any further extension, it is well to examine some of the properties of <2l. Unfortunately, the desirable characteristics of S3 (see §2) are lost, and a number of irregularities appear that cast doubt on the usefuless of further extensions of this kind. We list some of these irregularities here. In what follows, i is a fixed Gödel number for the identity function, and |*| is the ordinal having x as notation in <2'.
(1) <^ does not have the tree-like structure of <o, (i.e. the linear ordering of the predecessors of any x in <o). For example, take 325'; this is a common upper bound in <^ for any two incomparable notations in <0, (the latter remaining incomparable in <¿).
(2) It is not true that every notation in <f but not in <o is comparable with all notations in <o-There are notations in <22 for the least nonconstructive ordinal (i.e. |325¿|) which are incomparable with certain notations in <o-For example take 325' where <b¡ is the function Xx[3-5*4-0 x] and +o is the function defined in [Ki] . Then |325i| = | 325'| and for any y in <0, y<2* 325'=>y is comparable with 3-5* in <0. Hence the infinitely many notations in <o which are incomparable with 3-5{ in <o are incomparable with 325>'in <2S.
(3) Let £ be a linear subordering of <22 between given endpoints x and y. Let us say that £ is complete if (Vz) [z comparable with all members of £ & z between x and y=>z in £]. Then there exist two linear suborderings of <22 with common endpoints such that they are both complete, yet have distinct order types. In particular, take 1 and 325* as end points. Since there are linear "branches" of <o that terminate at ordinal co2 (see [Ki] )(6), there are complete linear orderings between these endpoints of order type co2 + l. From Theorem 4 of [S] , there are also linear orderings of the type of | 3*5*1 4-1.
(4) There exists a notation 325e in <22 such that the map <f>" defined on 0 ( = 02) is not well defined with respect to ordinal numbers. In particular, there may be an x and y in 0 such that | x| =\y\ but |<j>e(x) \ 9± \4>e ( These examples suggest various counter-intuitive difficulties that may hinder further extensions of S3. This is particularly evident when we consider that in any extension paralleling the generation of ordinal number classes out to the least inaccessible ordinal, every notation will itself be expected to appear later as the "index" of a "number class" (just as every a appears as index of some type number r" in §1). Thus the situation may become unusually complex. As we shall see, extension of Si proves to be simpler and more natural. (The superior features of S3 over Si are lost anyway in extension of S3.) This extension of Si will be given in §4. The problem of making extensions of S3 beyond that suggested by Kleene and Addison remains challenging as an independent exercise. Such an extension of S3 is described in §5, and considered further in §7.
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[August Another difficulty besetting the definition of extensions either of Si or S3 is the fact that with closure rules such as (iv) and (v) above, the larger a given "number class" is, the smaller will be the succeeding "number class". (E.g. in (v) , the more members of 02, the fewer e to which rule (v) can apply.) This prevents a definition by intersection as simple as that for S3 given in §2. Failure to note this has led to several erroneous attempts to extend S3.
It is instructive to look at an example of such plausible but erroneous definitions. Consider the intersection of all ternary relations £ such that
could be taken as a system of notations for the "constructive number class" of "index x", and
would be <o. Unfortunately, however, P itself is not closed under (i)-(v), and fails even to provide the usual notations of <o-Let ê be a fixed Gödel number such that <fe(x) = x if xGOi, and <pê(x) is undefined otherwise. Then (1, 3-5e) is in <o. Furthermore, as is easily seen, the hypothesis of condition (v) is satisfied with e = e, y=l, 2 = 2, and £ = £. However, the conclusion of (v) is not satisfied, 3-5e is not a notation in P, and therefore £ does not give an extension <o as desired. For define P'={(u, v, w)|M^3-5e~&z^3-5ii& W9±3-y]. If we can show £' satisfies (i)-(v), then we will have PQP' and that 3-5e does not occur in P. Clearly £' satisfies (i)-(iv). Assume the conclusion of (v) false for £' and some y, z, and e. Then there must be u and v such that (y, u, v) E P' but (z, <f>e(u) , 3»5e)EP'-If (z, <Peiu), 3y5e)EP', then either z or <pe(u) or 3»5' must equal 3-5e. If z = 3-5l, then the first part of the antecedent of (v) is false. If 4>e(u) = 3-5", then the second part of the antecedent is false. If 3B5e = 3-5e, then y=l and e = e. In this last case, the second part of the antecedent is still false since, for example, (1, 7, 27)G£', but <fo (7) is undefined. Thus in every case the antecedent of (v) is false. Hence £' satisfies condition (v).
4. Extension of Si. We now define an extension of Si that generalizes the explicit definition of Si given at the end of §2. Our definitions and proofs are arranged so that mention of ordinals is avoided until final application of Theorem 1 to the constructed system. In §6 of [CK] , pp. 20-21, Church and Kleene suggest what is, in effect, an extension of Si. (Formulas of a lambda calculus, rather than integers, are used as notations.)
Our extended system can be viewed as a precise reformulation of the Church-Kleene suggestion, suitable for the computations to be made in § §6 and 7 below. We begin with a set-theoretic lemma. 91, as before, is the set of all subsets of NXN.
Let /* be a map of 91 into 91 with the property that RQf*(R) lor all £G9i. Let a fixed £oG9l be given. Consider the intersection of all collections 31ZÇ91 satisfying the conditions: (a) £oG9TC;
(ß) £G9t7=>/*(£)G9îl;
(7) QÇ9H&<2?î0=>U{£|£G<2}G9TÏ.
We call this intersection £)#", or more briefly, 3D. By a chain, we mean a collection of sets linearly ordered under Ç. The set U{ r| £G£> & TÇZR & T^R) we call £(£). Note that (a), (ß) and (7) are satisfied by 3D ( = 9TC). It directly follows that RoQR for all £G3D, and hence, by (7), that £(£) G 3D for every RE 3D such that Rr¿£0.
(c) 3D has a maximal element R such that /*(£) = £.
Proof. Part (c) is immediate, taking R = U } £| RE 3D}. A proof of (a) and (b) using transfinite induction over ordinals would be a standard set theoretical exercise. We present, in outline, a proof that avoids ordinals, since it is closely related to certain subsequent proofs.
Let a set £ G 3D be called admissible if:
Let Ct be the collection of admissible sets. By definition CtÇ 3D. If we show that ft satisfies (a), (ß) and (7), then we will have 3D Cet, and hence Ct= 3D. Parts (a) and (b) of the lemma will then follow from conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) on members of Ct. £oG ft, since £0 is contained in every member of 3D. Hence ft satisfies (a). Let £ be admissible; we wish to show £' = ¿//*(£) is admissible. Let §>R = d/ { T\ TG3D & TÇZR} W3DÄ,. (Here S>B-is defined from R' in the same way that 3D( = 3Db") is defined from £0.) We first show that Sä satisfies (a), (ß) and (7). Sie satisfies (a) immediately.
By (ii) and (iii) Sä satisfies (ß). (Consider separate cases for 3Dä» and for Sä -3Dä'.) Let Q' ÇZ Sä and let (2 = U{r| £GQ'}. Then, considering separately the cases QQR and R'QQ, we have from (ii) and (iii) that QGSie. Hence Sä satisfies (7). We therefore now have 3DCSä. From this and the definition of Sä, it follows that £' satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) and is therefore admissible. Hence ft satisfies (ß).
If QCß, then, setting £" = U { £| TEQ}, we can show by exactly similar argument to the preceding case that £" is admissible. Hence ft satisfies (7).
Corollary. £, TG3D & RQT &R¿¿ T=*f*(R)QT.
Proof. By construction of SB = 3D. [August Our extension of Si will be called C. The motivational comments made right after Theorem 2 in §2 are also appropriate here. We make preliminary definitions for any £ and T in 91.
Definition, (i) uER= «¡/ uEdom R.
[Motivation, (iii) means (by analogy and for appropriate £) that notations appear in £ whose "limit type" is the "type number" whose index is a. (iv) is the restriction of £ to predecessors of this "type number of index a".]
(Note the use of <=> instead of => in (v).)
Notation. Ci(y, R)=d¡y maximal in £.
Ciia, e, R) =df a is an index in £ & OPCie, relRa, £).
Given any £G97,/*(£) is defined as follows:
&Ci(a',e',R)}.
(4*) Otherwise: /*(£) =£.
Remark. Let i be any Gödel number for the identity function; then OP(i, R, R) is always true. Although RQf*iR), it is easy to show that £Ç£ does not in general imply/*(£)C/*(£) for arbitrary relations £ and T.
Definition. £0 = <¡/ {(1, 1)}. £> = <*/ 3l>b0 as defined for Lemma 1, using the /* defined immediately above. £(£) is as defined before. Of course, Lemma 1 now applies.
[Motivation. The conditions (1*) and (2*) correspond to closure rule (ii) (before Result 10 in §1) for generating ordinals (with the cases of successor and limit ordinal treated separately).
Condition (3*) corresponds to the closure rule (iii) in §1.] Lemma 2. For all RE%>:
(7) OPC{e, R, R) may seem more natural here than OP(e, R, R), but the construction goes through satisfactorily, and equivalently, with the latter. (e) Take £2 = the least £ with 2"G£ Then, by Lemma 1, R2=f*(P(R2)).
Hence 2U must appear in £2 via (1*). But this implies uEP(Ri). Now 2UG£ =>£2Ç£=»£(£2) CZP(R)=>uEP(R). Definition. £, T are coherent =d¡ (Vm) [mG£ & uET=>(Vv) [(v, u) ER^(v, u)ET]].
Lemma 3. For any R, TE 3D, £, T are coherent.
Proof. Assume false; let £i be the least TE 3D for which there is an £ G 3) such that RÇZT, and £, T not coherent. Let £i be the least such £. We obtain a contradiction. Sublemma 1. If a is an index in £i, then relRía = relPlTí)a.
Proof. £i and P(Ti) are coherent by assumption, and RiÇZP(Ti). Assume (re, v)ErelR'a. Then (u, v)ERi and for no e does (3a5e, v)ERu It follows that (u, v)EP (Ti) and, by coherence, that for no e does (3°5e, v)EP(Ti). Proof. Assume u maximal in both £i and Z\. Then by (1*), 2uG/*(£i) C 2\. Hence by Lemma 2c, (2U, u)E £i. Now by Lemma 2e, £i is not coherent with the least £ containing u. Hence £i is the least £ containing u, and (2U, tt>G£i. By assumption of coherence, (2", u)EP(Ti).
Hence (2a, u) appears in £i by (1*), (2*) or (3*). Case 1: u = 2v. Then v maximal in £(£i) and in £(£i). Hence, by similar argument to above, (2", v)EP(Ti).
But then P(Ti) is not coherent with the least £ containing v, contrary to the choice of T\. Case 2: u = 3a3e. Then (2U, u) appears in £i via (2*), since a is an index in £(£i).
Hence 0PC(e, reF^a, £(£i)). But by Sublemma 1, relp^¿a = relÄi« (since a is also an index in £i). Therefore ( 3z>) [vErelR>a & (3a5e, <pe(v) ) G£i], by definition of OPC. But <pe(v)EP(Ri), since u appears in £i via (2*) or (3*). However 3a5eEP(Ri) and hence (3°5e, pe(v))EP(Ri)-Thus coherence of £(£i) and £(£i) is violated; and the proof of the sublemma is complete.
To complete the proof of the lemma, take uERi, (v, u)ETi, (v, u)ER\, by assumption that £i, £i not coherent. Then £i must be the least relation in 3D with (v, u) (by choice of £i), and £i must be the least relation with u. Proof. If false, take £i = the least £ with a descending chain. At most the first member of the chain can be maximal in £i. By coherence, £(£i) must have a descending chain,-a contradiction. Q.E.D.
We now define our extension of Si.
Definition. <c = d} U{£|£G2DJ =£• x<cy = d/x<cy & not y<cx. (ii) x<cy"i=Hx|c<|y|c.
(iii) x~cy<Hx|c=Mc. Hence, by the construction of Theorem 1, x~cy=>|x|c = |y c, and x<c y=>|x| c< \y\ c (ii) and (iii) now follow. Q.E.D.
The structural analogy between <c and the accessible ordinals is indicated in the sequence of results about <c given below as Lemma 6. As will be seen, the ordering <a (to be defined) plays the role of the "\a\ cth number class" (or, in case |a|e<£0, the "|a|c4-lst number class"), and ^"S^c plays the role of the "|a|cth infinite type number" (where i is any fixed Gödel number for the identity function).
Definition. From the preceding results, we see how the system of notations C is analogous, in its effective structure, to the number classes of accessible ordinals as generated by closure rules (i)-(iii) of §1. Hence the segment of the second number class covered by C (see Theorem 1) can itself be viewed as a constructive version, in this sense, of the segment of all accessible ordinals. By Lemma 6f, the segments of countable ordinals constituting the D. L. KREIDER AND HARTLEY ROGERS, JR.
[August successive "constructive number classes" may be consistently indexed by ordinals rather than by ordinal notations.
Our main further results about C occur in § §6 and 7 below. Certain alternative approaches to the extension of Si, certain problems concerning them, and certain further extensions of C will be considered in §9.
5. Extension of S3. We next define an extension of S3 that includes and goes beyond the "3rd constructive number class" of Kleene and Addison described in §3 above. Like the extension C of Si, it will be analogous in structure to the segment of accessible ordinal numbers. As in §4, our definition will have a conventional set theoretical form that avoids "informal" transfinite induction; and, as in §4, the material is arranged so that ordinal numbers are not used in the definition.
In outline, the extension will go as follows.
(i) If x is already obtained, include 2X as a successor of x.
(ii) If Ix is the set of notations constituting the "number class of index x" and if <pe maps Ix order-preserving into the notations already obtained, then 3I5e must be included as an immediate successor to the images (¡>e(Ix).
(iii) If the notations already obtained are closed under (i) and (ii), then call them Iy where y is an immediate successor to notations previously used as indices, ((ii) can always be applied immediately after (iii) by introducing 3y5i where i is a Gödel number for the identity function.)
Several difficulties arise in making this definition precise. Some have been indicated in the discussion of §3. We mention two more here.
(a) The definition must allow sufficiently complex "dovetailings" of (i), (ii) and (iii). Thus the system must be arranged to include 3-5' where #¿ ( (b) In order to prove the desired properties of our extension (e.g. that it is a system of notations), we have found it necessary to incorporate into the basic definition a certain regularity condition, namely that any notation of the form 3x5e must be comparable with (and follow) the notation x.
Whether or not the proofs can be carried through if this condition is dropped is an open question. Whether or not this condition can itself be proved as a theorem if it is dropped from the definition is an open question(9).
If the definition now to be given appears less simple than the outline above, it is because of difficulties (a) and (b). We give the definition, then list appropriate lemmas and theorems with brief indications of proof. Details are omitted, since our primary emphasis is on the system of §4. Proofs are given in full detail in [Kr] .
A, B, D, ■ ■ ■ shall denote nonempty ternary relations (on the nonnegative integers) with the special property that for any relation A, (xi, yi, Zi) G^4 and (x2, y2, z2)G^4=>Xi = x2.
Definition, ind A=d¡x, where (3y)(3z)[(x, y, z)G^4]. rel A =df {(y, z)\ (ind A, y, z)EA }. In the ternary relations A that will ultimately appear, rel A will be the system of notations constituting the "number class" of index ind A. Q(A, R) asserts that £ is closed with respect to increasing sequences mapped from A itself or from number classes contained in A.
Let ft represent a collection of ternary relations with the special property. (ii) (m, 3a5b)Eh"t,'=*(3u)(3v) [uEIu & [a = <p,(u) The above lemmas can now be used to give brief and direct proofs of the following theorems and corollary.
Theorem 6. <g is a system of notations. Theorem 7. (i) 3a5bEC=*a<c 3a5\ (ii) C= {x\x = ind A for some AE®.}.
Corollary.
For each xEC, Ixis a system of notations.
Detailed proofs of Lemmas 7 through 18 and of Theorems 6 and 7 are found in [Kr, .
Theorem 1 can now be applied to yield a segment of countable ordinal numbers for which <5 serves as system of notations. The analogy between <S and the accessible ordinals is made clear by Lemma 17 and Theorem 7. The subsystems Ix correspond to the various number classes of accessible ordinals.
ü. L. KREIDER AND HARTLEY ROGERS, JR.
[August The relation between the segment of ordinal numbers covered by <ç and the segment covered by <c is an open question.
6. Expression of C in both two-function-quantifier forms. In this section we discuss the system of notations <c obtained in §4 in relation to the analytical hierarchy of Kleene [K2; K3] . Specifically, we shall find analytical predicates in two-function-quantifier-universal and two-function-quantifierexistential forms respectively expressing the relation <c. We recall that an analytical predicate is one that can be expressed explicitly in terms of constant and variable natural numbers, function variables, general recursive predicates, the connectives of propositional calculus, and the two types of quantifiers, number and function, each of two kinds, universal and existential (a predicate of this kind is called arithmetical if only number quantifiers are used). These predicates fall into a hierarchy according to the sequences of alternating function quantifiers required to define them from arithmetical predicates.
More exactly, given an analytical predicate, the number and function quantifiers can be advanced by the usual rules of quantifiers to obtain a prenex form in which the scope of the prefix is recursive, and the prefix (5) any analytical predicate in k free number variables ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , ak can be transformed to one of the forms
where A is arithmetical and £ is general recursive. The same result holds if there are free function variables. Kleene's hierarchy theorem [K2, §4] , states that for any of the above forms after the first, there is a predicate in that form which is not expressible in the dual form nor in any form with fewer quantifiers (although it is, of course, clear that predicates in any one of the forms can be expressed in any form with more quantifiers). We shall speak of the 1-function-quantifier-universal form, the 2-function-quantifier-universal form, the 2-function-quantifier-existential form [or more briefly the lFQ\f form, the 2FQ\f form, the 2FQ3 form respectively], and so forth, when referring to the forms (Va)(3x)£(
An additional alteration-of-quantifiers rule is given by Addison and Kleene in [AK] .
(6) (\fa)(3x)(3ß)A(ä(x),ß) =-(3/3)(V«)(3x)4(5(x), \tß(2^31)), and
It is interesting to note that in order to apply this rule it is only necessary that occurrences of a in the given predicate be restricted to expressions of the form 5(x). This is clearly not the case with the predicate
Many predicates, however, because of their particular structure, can be expressed in a form to which the rule is applicable. A large class of these is described in the following lemma. The statement of this lemma and of its corollary can be shortened; in the form in which they are given, however, the intended applications follow smoothly.
Lemma 19. Let P be a predicate which is expressed explicitly in terms of constant and variable natural numbers, general recursive predicates, the function variable a, the U-ary predicate variables Q,, lúiúr, the connectives of propositional calculus, and number quantifiers. And let Çf}, Q) be predicates none of whose variables occur in P, with U free number variables and no free function variables, and such that Q°t can be transformed into kFQ\/ form and Q) can be transformed into kFQ3 form by means of the quantifier rules listed above, l'è.i'è.r, where k^2.
Then among the predicates (Va)£', where P' is obtained from P by replacing each occurrence Q%(ui, ■ ■ ■ , u¡¡) of Q, by either (7?(tti, • • • , u¡¡) or Ql(ui, -• ' i uu), there is a predicate Pi transformable to kFQ\t form and a predicate P2 transformable to kFQ 3 form by means of the quantifier rules listed above.
Proof. We follow Kleene [K2, p. 321] in calling an occurrence of (7, in £ positive or negative according as an initial quantifier at that occurrence would be unchanged or changed in kind when carried to the prefix of a prenex form for P. . To obtain a kFQV expression for £i we first replace each occurrence of Ç$ in £i by a kFQV expression for it and each occurrence of Q\ in £i by a kFQ 3 expression for it, and then apply the quantifier rules (l)- (5) . To obtain a kFQ3 expression for £2 we first replace each occurrence of Ö? in P2 by a kFQ\f expression for it with prefix (V/3i)(3/32) • • • , and each occurrence Q\ in £2 by a kFQ3 expression for it with prefix (3ft)(Vj82) ■ • • , and then advance all number quantifiers not in the scope of a function quantifier (i.e. the number quantifiers from £) to the front of P" and use the quantifier rules (l)- (5) to obtain a prefix (Va)(3x) applied to a scope £(a, x). This scope B(x, x), as well as the scopes C(x, x) and C(ä(x)) mentioned below, may have other free number variables which we do not explicitly indicate. Now we make the following transformations:
(i) Replace each occurrence of x in B(x, x) by (x)o, thus obtaining the predicate (Va)(3x)5(a, (x)0) which is equivalent to P>.
(ii) Let pi, pi, ■ ■ • , pt be all the terms in B(a, (x)u) which occur as arguments of a, and let C(a, x) be the predicate
Then since a has no occurrence in any of the C § or Q\, none of the expressions pi, • • • , pt contains a bound variable of B(a, (x)0). Therefore the predicate (Va)(3x)C(cv, x) is equivalent to £2.
(iii) Replace each occurrence a(p,) of a in C(a, x) by (ä(x))Pj, l^j^t, and then replace each occurrence of x not in the expression ä(x) by lha(x) (cf. [K4] ). This results in a predicate (Va)(3x) C(a(x)) which is equivalent to £2, and where C is expressed explicitly in terms of constant and variable natural numbers, general recursive predicates, the connectives of prepositional calculus, and the ¿-function-quantifier expressions replacing Ç$ and Q). Now the steps described above do not alter the positiveness or negativeness of an occurrence of one of the expressions replacing Qi or Q], hence in the number theoretic predicate C(s) obtained from C(ä(x)) by replacing ä(x) by the number variable s, each occurrence of a kFQ3 expression replacing Q\ is positive and each occurrence of a kFQXt expression replacing Ç? is negative. Now advance the quantifiers (V/3i) and (3ßi), then (Vft) and (3ß2), • • • , and finally (Vft) and (3ßii) to the front of C(s) obtaining the prefix (3ßi)(yfß2)(3ß3) ■ ■ ■ (ßk) applied to an arithmetical predicate A(s, ßi, ß2, • • • , ßk). Thus we have the predicate (\fa)(3x)(3ßi) (Wi) ■ ■ ■ (ßk)A(ä(x),ßi,ßi, ■ ■ ■ ,ßk) which is equivalent to £2. But by quantifier rule (6) of Addison and Kleene, this predicate is equivalent to
and we can now apply the quantifier rules (l)- (5) to reduce the last predicate to the desired kFQ3 form. Q.E.D.
Corollary. Let P be as in the lemma except that it has no free function variables. Let Q?, Q\ be as in the lemma, except that k may also equal 1. Then among the predicates £' obtained from P by replacing each occurrence Qi(ui, • ■ ■ , uii) °f Qi by cither <2°(«i, ' ■ • 1 u¡t) or Q\(ui, ■ ■ ■ , Uit), there is a predicate Pi transformable to kFQ\f form and a predicate £2 transformable to kFQ3 form by means of the quantifier rules listed above.
Investigations by Kleene, Spector and others, of various systems of notations for the constructive ordinals have depended strongly on applications of the recursion theorem. The role played by the recursion theorem in these investigations has been summarized by Rogers [R] in a lemma concerning the defining of partial recursive functions over well-ordered partial orderings. We state this lemma here. [August <px is the partial recursive function of index x. Let < w be a well-ordered partial ordering over a set of non-negative integers W. S is a segment of W ii SQW and ii iaES &b <w a)=>bES. For aEW, Sa shall be the segment } b | b < w a ] ; and S* shall be the segment {b | b ^ w a ].
Lemma 20. Let <w be a well-ordered partial ordering on W. Let ®(x, S) be a relation between integers x and segments S of W such that (i) S)(x, S) and <px = <pv on S=>%(y, S),
(ii) £>(x, S*) for all aES=>1>ix, S).
Let f be a recursive function of two variables such that (iii) £)(x, S")=> [£)(/(*, a), Sj) and p/ix,a) = <px ora Sa].
Then there exists an integer x0 such that 3)(xo, I47).
The lemma says, in effect, that given a property it of certain members of W, if a uniform effective procedure for showing that all members of S^ have ■K can always be obtained from a uniform effective procedure for showing that all members of S" have it, then there is a uniform effective procedure for showing that all members of W have iv. In dealing with constructive systems of notation for ordinal numbers, therefore, the recursion theorem assumes a role similar to that played by transfinite induction in the classical theory of ordinal numbers.
In our applications of this lemma, given a relation £)(x, S) satisfying (i) and (ii), our main task is to define the recursive function/ in such a way that (iii) is satisfied. The definition of / will, in general, depend on somewhat deeper structural properties of < w.
We return now to the problem of finding 2£(7V and 2FQ3 expressions for <c-From the definition of <c one can obtain directly a predicate in 2FQ\f form expressing ^c(10), but there seems to be no simple way to obtain a 2FQ3 form expressing <c without going more deeply into the structure of <c and the chain 2D of relations defined in §4(n). In Theorems 8, 9 below, we proceed inductively by way of S) to obtain both the 2£QV and the 2FQ3 forms.
Definition. For aEC, let Da he the least relation in 3D whose domain yielding the 2FQV form.
(u) Unfortunately, the Addison-Kleene quantifier rule appears not to apply directly to the 2FÇV form suggested in footnote 10. In particular, the R and 5mentioned there may be infinite, in which case a relationship such as "S initial segment of 7?" involves a more complex corresponding relationship between the representing functions a and y than can be immediately subsumed under the Addison-Kleene rule.
contains a. For £G3D, let R~ be the relation £(£).
We first show that each Da, aEC, is expressible in both 2FQ forms. Note that conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 20 are trivially satisfied. We shall define below the recursive function f(x, a) required in the application of the lemma. The desired recursive function 0 is then 0=<plo, where Xo is an integer such that 5D(xo, C).
Define the partial recursive function <pe(x, a, t) by
where Ci and e2 depend effectively on x and a and will be defined below in Cases 1-4, and let t:
pe(x, a,t)=< u f(x, a) = Si(e, x, a).
We shall see that ei and e2 are defined for all a and x; it follows that 4>f<.x,a)(a) is always defined, and hence, from the proof of Lemma 20 in [R] , that 0 = <£zo is everywhere defined.
For a in C, ei and e2 are to be Gödel numbers for Da in 2FQ\t and 2FQ3 forms respectively. Our general attack will be as follows. In order to satisfy condition (iii) of Lemma 20, we must show how, given an effective function that provides the 2FQ forms for all Db, b<ca, to obtain the 2FQ forms for Da. Before giving full formal details we make some comments.
In case a= 1, the construction of ei and e2 will be immediate. In case aEC &.a = 2b ¡kb9£0, the construction will follow from an application of Lemma 19 to the identity
This identity follows from (1*) of §4. [August In case aEC &a = 3b5z, the construction will occur in two stages. First the 2FQ forms for D#p are obtained; and then the 2£Q forms for £3V are obtained from these.
The first stage will use, indirectly, the identities £1 £ Dj>¿;
The four parts of (Id2) are justified by Lemma 6 in §4.
For the second stage we use the identities (Id3) and (Id4), to be given below in course of the construction.
(Id3) defines D$&z in terms of D$>s%, and (Id4) defines £3V in terms of D$6z and various Da, a<c 3h5\ These identities follow from Lemma 6 and from (2*) and (3*) of §4.
We next give the construction and then go on to prove that it gives the desired 2FQ forms. (x, m, v, w) and "(raí, n)ED#6i" for £ (x, 5, íw, ra) . Use of (*) and role of "(Va)" will be explained and justified below.)
Applying Lemma 19 with r, k, Q°, Ql as in Case 2, we obtain predicates £1 and £2 such that Pi (x, j, m, n) = (Va)( 3/3)(Vy) ~ T"/ (p{, x, s, m, n, y) and Pi (x, s, m,n) = (3a)(V/3)( 3y) Tl'\pi, x, s, m, », y) for some fixed integers p{ and pi. Now if 365*GC, Z?3V is definable explicitly from D^s< as follows:
(Id3) (m, ra) G £&« = (3v) [v E DM & p,(v) for i= 1, 2, we put
Corollary 2. £/¿ere ex«¿s a recursive function 6" such that for any aEC, (d"(a))o and (6"(a))i are indices for <a in 2FQ}/ and 2 FQ 3 forms respectively.
Proof. Let i be a fixed index of the identity function and put d"(a) = 0'(3°Si).
Theorem 9. <rc is expressible in both 2-f unction-quantifier forms.
Qi(yi, yi, yi) = (Va)(3/3)(Vy) ~ TÏ ((6(yi))0, y2, y3, y), Q.\(yi, y*, yi) -(3a)(\fß)(3y)Ttt2,ß((e(yi))i, y», y», y), e°(yi, y*, y.) = (Va)(3j8)(Vy) -/-"'VWK y», y», y), and 6î(yi, yî. y«) -(3a)(W)(ay)7Í"V(yi))i, y», y" y), we obtain predicates £1 and £2 such that In [AK] Addison and Kleene show that the predicates in this hierarchy and in its extension (as their ^-hierarchy) through the constructive third number class are expressible in both 2-function-quantifier forms and hence, except for 80 and 81, are properly between 9ti and 9Î2 in hyperdegree [9ci(a) = (Va)(3x)7T(a, a, x) and <fti(a) = (3a)(Vß)(3x)ri'ß(a,'a, x)]. This result is interesting for several reasons. First, it underlines the extent to which the hyperjump operation fails to play a role for the analytical hierarchy analogous to that played by Kleene's ordinary jump operation
[KP] in the arithmetical hierarchy. Hence, second, it leaves open the problem of providing some such structure for the analytical hierarchy. And, third, it raises the question as to how far this hyperjump operation can be extended into the transfinite without reaching predicates which are not expressible in both 2-function-quantifier forms, or at least the problem of the extent to which this question can be made meaningful.
In §8 we shall extend the ^(-hierarchy through our extension C of Addison and Kleene's constructive third number class and shall show that except for 1 and §2 this entire hierarchy still lies properly between % and 5i2 in hyperdegree. We are interested in this paragraph in obtaining analogous results for our system C of notations.
Definition. For aEC, 3a is defined as follows: (¿ is a fixed index of the identity function)
Since a<cb implies that 30 is of lower hyperdegree than 3& (this can be proved by induction on C), and since 32 = 8i, the fact that the predicates $a, 2<c a, are properly between 5îi and 9t2 in hyperdegree follows from the next theorem. The proof is completed as in Theorem 8 by showing that condition (iii) of Lemma 20 is satisfied; i.e. as before it is only necessary to show that for aEC and z such that £)(z, S0), ei and e2 are indices in both 2-function-quantifier forms for 3". 
showing that ei and e2 have the desired properties. Q.E.D. 8. 2£<2V and 2FQ3 forms for C. In this section we outline results for C and <c corresponding to those obtained in § §6 and 7 for C and <c. Most of the details are omitted from the proofs in this section because of their similarity to preceding proofs. Complete proofs are found in [Kr] .
• License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In contrast to Theorem 8 where 0(a) gave 2£Q forms for the segment of notations through a ("A"). 5(c) in this theorem gives the 2FQ forms for the number class of index a ("/a").
The recursive function/(x, a) is again defined as in Theorem 8 except that ei, e2 are defined as below:
Case 1 for some fixed integers pi and p2. By methods similar to those of Theorem 9 we can now show that Pi(m, re) = P2(m, n)=m<c n, using Lemma 17 and other results from §5. Q.E.D.
Corollary. C is expressible in both 2-function-quantifier forms.
Consider now the Kleene 8¡t-hierarchy (k a natural number) extended through C as the ^-hierarchy (for aEC) [AK] . We shall show, just as for the , that for 2<ca, §0 is properly between % and % in hyperdegree.
Definition. For aEC, §" is defined as follows: As in the case of the 3a-hierarchy, §2 is of maximal hyperdegree for 1-function-quantifier predicates, !&&(bEC) is of greater hyperdegree than §;,, and ¡Q3biz(3b5zEC) is of greater hyperdegree than fQMv-¡ for any vEh-Hence to show that the §a-hierarchy (after §i, §2) lies properly between 9ti and 9t2 in hyperdegree, it is sufficient to show that ÍQa(aEC) is expressible in both 2-function-quantifier forms. Alternative formulations. As we noted in §3, useful features of S3 are lost in extensions like C and C. The looser effective structure of such extensions, however, gives freedom to make nonconstructive modifications, by "fiat". We mention several of many possible modifications of C. One of these is the system suggested to the writers by Davis and Putnam and called C* in [DP] . In C*, notations introduced by (3*) are distinguished from those introduced by (2*). (I.e. the "type numbers" (see §1) are given distinctive notations.) In one form of C*, -to give a rough description-, the modified (3*) would introduce notations 33 5e where the present (3*) introduces 365e. Another possible modification of C would be to label notations-as far as possible-according to the constructive number class in which they first occur. This may be the intended purpose of the factor 7" in the systems of [Wi; W2] . We have not made such modifications, but have chosen to remain with an extension directly isomorphic to that of [CK] .
Problems of equivalence. The question of containment between two systems can be asked in a weak form : does one system cover as large a segment of ordinals as the other? It can be asked in a strong form: is there an effective mapping into one system from the other? The questions of containment, in either sense and in either direction, between C and C remain open and appear difficult. (The only methods known for handling such questions are those which would give the stronger containment by an application of the Recursion Theorem (Lemma 20).)
In [DP], Davis and Putnam announce a solution of the uniqueness problem for the jump operation iterated through C*, (see [S] ). They also announce the formulation of a concept of "extended £-system" generalizing the concept of "r-system" in [Ki] , and that C* is a maximal extended £-system. A proof of this latter result, giving strong containment via the Recursion Theorem as in Lemma 20, must overcome the following difficulty. Let C be any extended £-system. Let <p he the mapping being constructed. In general, <p will have mapped a constructive number class 7 (of index b) of C properly into (as sets of integers) a corresponding constructive number class /* (of index ip(b)) of C*. But now the image under <p of 3b5e will be 3P(W5e' where e' is a Gödel number for tp<p,<p~x. However since <p maps 7 properly into /*, <f>e will not be defined for all of /* as is required for 3*'(i')5'' to be a notation.
